"The great uncertainty now time to invest in hedge funds."

[Money Today] , enter 03/06/2015 14:54

The uncertainty of the stock market came the opinion that reduce the investment risk as an alternative investment in hedge funds increased through the middle. United States Duke University professor Campbell Harvey (photo) three days Alternativest Investment Research Institute Korea held 'Alternative Investment Symposium at the press conference 'For the world entered the era of low interest rates and forward interest rates and the notice, the stock market is already growing rise to stocks or bonds or Investment uncertainty," he said 'words are the market's time to invest in hedge funds to hedge risk should, he said. 2008 financial crisis, hedge funds also suffered the loss of funds would have recovered sharply next year as returns were a variety of Investment strategies.

Professor Harvey 'Another kind of financial crisis is not without a possibility to come" and "may not be a rather risky choice that does not invest in hedge funds," he said. He just "wants to defend some kind of objective risk a clear and jiaya portfolio," he advises. The kind of talk that many hedge funds because they have access to in-depth analysis and investment strategies required Professor Harvey, such as hedge funds, real estate existing traditional alternative liquidity is high compared to the benefits, but investing strategy is complicated and the transaction history there is a disadvantage that does not disclose transparently "and" these shortcomings should be solved through academic experts," he said. Professor Harvey recent large US pension funds and hedge fund strategies and can respect he held for portfolio construction advice. Team Wong Man (Man) AHL representatives "The most important thing when choosing a hedge fund's investment objective and character return and risk," said "is bound to come along if you want a high return high risk," he said. He advised that another look at hedge funds can be an appropriate risk management. Man is a global alternative investment management assets in the world's second largest financial group by market about 90 trillion Matthews tad bots Man FRM representatives is there to invest only in 'South Korea are currently the pension funds assets under management more than $1 billion hedge fund This is when a very high standard, "yiramyeoncondeo" I think the first time you invest in conservative investments but would watch the increasing number of investment opportunities and strategies," he said. jeongsamyoung alternative investments Korea Institute sponsored this event is "activated under low interest rates on alternative investments but this increases the need for, yet recognizes domestic transitions and professional training.
are inadequate situation, "he said" The event emphasized it would "be a big help to enable domestic institutional investors alternative investment.
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